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Winner: Tetrao

Second place: SnapSwap

Third place: Budget Insight

Artificial Intelligence technology enabling
the automation of any process carried
out by a human being in a web browser.

A fully automated digital account opening
solution for retail clients, enabling users to
verify client identity, gather information,
carry out due diligence and Know Your
Customer (KYC) checks and issue an
online electronic signature via a mobile
device or computer in less than six
minutes.

Connect your clients to their banks in
complete security with Budgea API.

www.tetrao.eu
@Tetrao_eu

www.budget-insight.com
@BudgetInsight

www.snapswap.eu
@SnapSwap

Trust1Team

Quantstore

KYC ONE

Offers governments and organisations a
range of rapid integration products to
provide users with a unique digital
experience by applying the highest
security standards and European and
US legislation for maximum adoption.

Quantstore is a white-label B2B FinTech
platform ready to deploy for digital banks,
asset/wealth managers, insurers and
online brokers. It provides several ready
made templates and can be utilised to
deliver any conceivable investment related
FinTech theme, from robo advice to
contextual investment themes on a state of
the art SAAS platform.

KYC One is a Luxembourg-based
platform designed to enable the
instant and automatic onboarding of
clients.

www.trust1team.com
@Trust1Team

http://www.kyc-one.com/
@kyc_one

www.quantstore.com
@QuantStore

Materia

Velocity

SEERUS

Budget coaching for Bank prospects and
clients through a mobile app in the form
of a “cyber coach” (Artificial Intelligence),
which sets motivating and game-based
targets. To ensure accuracy at all times,
Materia is fed with data from clients’
financial statements and through
advanced profiling based on
neuroscience.

Velocity is a start-up based in Luxembourg
specialising in the creation of Artificial
Intelligence solutions and custom deep
learning algorithms for the mining of all
data types.

A digital platform enabling the largescale collection, moderation and
sharing of clients’ company reviews.

www.velocity.lu

@seerus

http://www.experience-materia.com

@ivan_jacobs_1

www.seerus.com

@XPMateria

eliane.thines@bgl.lu
corinne.thill@bgl.lu

